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The Ultra Low Turntable Option

FS380L Series
The Ultra Low turntable option, for all FROMM
FS380 Series pallet wrapping machines, allows
you to wrap your pallets with the greatest ease,
using only a simple pallet truck. No forklift trucks
or other heavy lifting equipment needed.
With a turntable height of not more than 25mm and
a diameter of 1.650mm, pallets of up to 1.200 x 1.000
mm can be wrapped. The reinforced welded turntable base frame, with 28 support rolls ,allows a total
pallet weight of up to 1.200Kg.
This low-maintenance turntable is equipped with an
HD electric motor with belt drive and can make up
to 12 revolutions per minute. It is controlled via the

tion, it can be attached to the floor frame in one of
3 positions; front, left or right. It is easy to expand with
1 or 2 additional ramps, to load the turntable from
two or three sides. Turntable and ramps are provided with a non-slip coating

The Control Panel
Because the FS380 Series wrapping
machines, as well as all other FROMM
film wrapping machines, have a modular design, an FS380L can also be optionally equipped with one of the
standard available Lexan control panels (OP1 or OP2) with digital push buttons.

Film Roping & Cutting
Some great options, not to be
missed on your FS380 FROMM
wrapping machines. Both can
be integrated in your CA4,
CA6 or CA7 film carriage and
controlled from the Control
panel.
ultra modern Lexan control panel with digital push
buttons. Located in the machine mast.

Film Cutting

A proximity sensor provides an exact zero position
stop at the end of each wrapping cycle. As a result,
the pallet can be removed without problems in the
same position as that in which it was placed on the
turntable.

This latest generation film cutting unit has been developed
for the latest generations of
stretch wrapping films. Especially the extremely thin and
very flexible films. During each
last wrapping cycle it will cut the film. The

A 3-way approach - The Ramps

pallet can then be removed, without

Each machine in this Low Turntable series comes
standard with 1 ramp. Depending on the work situa-

further action.

Roping
The automatic roping system enables you
the make a reinforcement on the pallet,
by means of pulling together the stretch
film into a cord. The width of the roping
can be pre-set.
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